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ABSTRACT

Forest ecosystem monitoring is an important task of forest science worldwide and its outcomes have important consequences both for national forest policies and local decision making. Often forest monitoring is implemented using circular plots of limited size. Edge effects can seriously bias the results of spatially explicit analyses of circular plot data and little research has been carried out on how to mitigate this problem. In this study, we have compared the method of spatial forest structure reconstruction to traditional plus-sampling, to the reflection method and to a situation where no edge-bias mitigation method is used at all. Reconstruction is a non-parametric modelling method based on simulated annealing. In the context of this study, the arithmetic means of structural summary characteristics are used to extrapolate spatial patterns previously measured in the core area of the monitoring plots to the margins outside. The computer experiments were based on 706 circular monitoring plots of the Estonian long-term monitoring network maintained by the Estonian University of Life Sciences, Tartu. The results clearly indicate the superiority of the reconstruction method and suggest that this approach has great potential for future spatially-explicit data analyses and modelling involving circular monitoring plots. Further improvements can be expected from using density functions and histograms of structural summary characteristics instead of arithmetic means.
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conditions or toroidal wrapping plays an important role in spatial simulations and can be applied to rectangular monitoring plots with little computational effort (Illian et al., 2008, p. 184). The external buffer method can include the measurement of additional trees outside the monitoring plot, which might interact with those inside. Determining the optimal width of the buffer is difficult; if it is too small, insufficient effort will remain; if it is too large, unnecessary sampling effort is applied. However, with nearest-neighbour summary statistics (NNSS, Pommerening, 2006), edge-bias compensation methods and have been proposed and investigated as NN1 and NN2 methods in Pommerening and Stoyan (2006), where versions have been developed which create a flexible buffer of the buffer width is difficult (see Diggie, 2003, p. 5) and refined methods are known as nearest-neighbour edge correction in this context can be considered as a spatial extrapolation of forest structure from inside the research plot to an area outside the plot. To our knowledge this is the first time that a study of simulated plus-sampling has been published.

The objective of this paper is therefore to present and to test this new method of edge-bias mitigation for circular monitoring plots based on the reconstruction technique (Yeong and Torquato, 1998; Torquato, 2002, p. 294ff.; Tscheschel and Stoyan, 2006; Pommerening and Stoyan, 2008; Notthdurft et al., 2010).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. The reconstruction method

The reconstruction of forest structure from a knowledge of limited structural information (e.g. NNSS and second-order characteristics) is an intriguing inverse problem (Yeong and Torquato, 1998). It is based on the idea that meaningful summary characteristics should allow the analysis of forest structure to be reversed and thus enable the simulation of spatial patterns from estimated summary statistics (Pommerening, 2006). Therefore reconstruction is a non-parametric modelling method that is independent of model assumptions and empirical model parameters. An effective reconstruction based on summary characteristics enables one to synthesise accurate structures at will (Yeong and Torquato, 1998) which can be used for multiple analyses. Such reconstructions are of great value in a wide variety of fields including materials science, geology and biology.

![Fig. 1. The principle of the reflection method for edge-bias mitigation. The area highlighted in black is reflected across the plot boundary to provide off-plot tree neighbours in the grey area to compensate for the loss of original tree neighbours.](image-url)
The reconstruction algorithm is based on a variant of the simulated annealing method (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). It originates from physics where it was used to describe and to model how metals and other heterogeneous materials anneal (Yeong and Torquato, 1998; Torquato, 2002). The method can be considered as an application of the so-called Joshi–Quiblier–Adler (JQA) device, which has originally been applied in physics for heterogeneous microstructures (Rice, 1945).

In our context, the objective is to simulate off-plot neighbours of plot trees in such a way that the whole point pattern has NNNS as close as possible to those estimated from the core area of the research plot. A suitable choice of the initial configuration is a completely random point pattern with species and diameter marks copied randomly following the bootstrap method and sampling with replacement described by Schreuder et al. (1993, p. 143) and Krebs (1999). The total number of trees in the initial configuration of the simulation corresponds to the density estimated from the original research plot. The initial configuration of off-plot trees is then subsequently improved by stochastic optimisation and we selected the following algorithm:

1. A given spatial tree configuration is characterised by an energy function \( E_{\text{old}} \), which quantifies the difference between the NNNS estimated from the plot core area and the reconstructed pattern including the off-plot neighbours.

2. To improve the reconstructed tree pattern, one of the following actions is carried out: Either (a) a randomly selected tree is moved to a new random candidate location or (b) a randomly selected pair of trees with the same species is selected and their stem diameters are swapped (Lewandowski and Gadow, 1997) or (c) a new tree with corresponding species and stem diameter randomly selected from the original data is added to the point pattern or finally (d) a randomly selected tree is deleted from the point pattern.

3. If \( E_{\text{new}} \leq E_{\text{old}} \), the action randomly selected from (a)–(d) in (2) is accepted and finally implemented. \( E_{\text{new}} \) is then set as \( E_{\text{old}} \). Otherwise the action randomly selected from (a)–(d) in (2) is rejected.

4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until (a) a maximum number of 500 attempts (with \( z \) = initial number of trees in the reconstruction area) is exceeded or (b) the current energy function measure \( E_{\text{old}} \) falls below a pre-set energy level of \( E_{\text{old}} = 10^{-6} \). Alternatively (b) has a further option, i.e. a reconstruction simulation is re-started if the number of current iterations exceeds 10,000. This alternative helps to save computation time.

The procedure as described above is the so-called improvements-only algorithm (Tscheschel and Stoyan, 2006), which has proved to be efficient and faster than the original simulated annealing algorithm. However, it is also possible to adhere more closely to the original simulated annealing procedure, which is said to have better convergence properties.1 Interestingly, there are parallels between this non-parametric reconstruction algorithm and that of Gibbs processes (Tscheschel and Stoyan, 2006).

The reconstruction method mainly depends on the choice of the energy function, \( E \) (also referred to as contrast measure), which controls the simulation process. \( E \) is usually defined as least-squares error function (see Torquato, 2002), which can be written as:

\[
E = \sum_{i=1}^{k} (f(x_n) - f(x_m))^2 \cdot w_m
\]

where \( k \) is the number of NNNS used in the reconstruction, \( f(x_n) \) is the arithmetic mean of NNNS \( m \) of the reconstruction, \( f(x_m) \) is the arithmetic mean of NNNS \( m \) of the research plot centre, \( w_m \) is the specific weight corresponding to the importance of NNNS \( m \) for the given tree pattern.

A free example implementation of a reconstruction algorithm in R and C++ can be found on http://www.cran cod.org.

### 2.1.1. Application to circular monitoring plots

For reconstructing off-plot trees and for the purpose of the computer experiment described in the following section each plot was subdivided into three concentric areas (see Fig. 2): the trees in the core area unaffected by edge bias were used together with their nearest neighbours in the zone between core area and plot boundary (outer zone) to calculate the arithmetic means of the NNNS given in Eqs. (2)–(4). Individually for each plot the radius of the core area was defined by 5 m subtracted from the plot radius. In the outer area beyond the boundaries of the original plot we reconstructed the unrecorded nearest neighbours of the trees in the outer area as described above.

We selected four NNNS in an attempt to cover the whole range of structural aspects of a forest, i.e. the diversity of tree locations, species and size diversity (Pommerening, 2006). For this purpose and in contrast to Pommerening and Stoyan (2008), in the energy function (Eq. (1)) we used the arithmetic means of the mean directional index, \( R \) (Corral-Rivas, 2006), of species mingling, \( M \) (Gadow, 1993), of diameter differentiation, \( T \) (Gadow, 1993), and of distance to nearest neighbour, \( D \). The individual-tree structural measures are provided in Eqs. (2)–(4).

\[
R_i = \sqrt{\left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \cos \alpha_j \right)^2 + \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sin \alpha_j \right)^2}
\]

where \( \alpha_j \) is the angles measured clockwise between a line connecting the location of tree \( i \) and a nearest neighbour \( j \) and a reference bearing (e.g. due north or line between tree \( i \) and the 1st nearest neighbour), \( n \) is the number of neighbours, in our study \( n = 4 \).

\[
M_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} I(\text{species}_i \neq \text{species}_j)
\]

\( I(\cdot) \) is an indicator function that returns the value of 1 if the condition in the brackets is fulfilled, otherwise it returns the value of 0.

---

1 To avoid getting caught up in a local optimum, a change with an inferior \( E_{\text{new}} \) is sometimes accepted with a random number in the interval \([0,1]\) less than the so-called Metropolis probability \( P(E) = e^{-\Delta E} \) with \( \Delta E = E_{\text{new}} - E_{\text{old}} > 0 \). In each iteration the temperature \( T \) is reduced by a cooling factor. The higher the temperature \( T \), the greater the value of \( P(E) \), i.e. the greater the probability that an inferior energy value will be accepted.
where \( dbh \) is the stem diameter at breast height (1.3 m above root collar).

In preliminary test simulations, we established the following weights \( w_{ij} \) for the structural characteristics used in the energy function (Eq. (1)): 0.2 with \( R \), 0.1 with \( M \), 0.4 with \( T \) and 0.3 with \( D \).

### 2.1.2 Experiment and validation

The reconstructed plots were analysed to identify possible bias trends in the point patterns. This was accomplished by using the successful and widely applied Hegyi (1974) competition index as an independent validation measure. This measure has not previously been involved in the reconstruction procedure. Hegyi’s competition index (Eq. (5)) was calculated for all trees within a range of 1 m from the boundaries of the core area of each research plot (see Fig. 2). 1 m was selected to perform the validation on trees with a maximum of nearest neighbours outside the core area whilst retaining sufficient data at the same time.

\[
T_i = 1 / n \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{\min(dbh_i, dbh_j)}{\max(dbh_i, dbh_j)}
\]

where \( dbh \) is the Euclidean distance between the locations of tree \( i \) and a nearest neighbour \( j \).

Like most spatial indices of plant competition the Hegyi index requires the definition of a zone of influence (20I), which is the assumed area around a tree in which it predominantly draws on resources like light, water and nutrients (Berger and Hildenbrandt, 2000). All other trees that happen to exist inside this influence zone are likely to compete with the subject tree for resources (Burkhart and Tomé, 2012, p. 204). Irrespective of the edge-mitigation method we deliberately used the same simple method of defining 20I, i.e. each tree is surrounded by a circular zone defined by a 5-m radius, to make results easier to interpret.

For establishing the advantages and disadvantages of the new edge-mitigation method based on reconstruction we additionally applied three alternatives (1) using the real neighbour trees that originally occurred in the vicinity of every tree regardless of their location inside or outside the core area as the main control, (2) reflecting trees of the core area to replace the original trees in the outer areas (Sims et al., 2009) and (3) no edge correction as another control.

The results of using four different edge-bias mitigation methods were compared to each other based on linear models and scatterplots. We used the slope values obtained from the linear models to indicate the performance of the edge-correction methods.

### 2.2 Study data

The data used in this study were taken from Estonian long-term forest monitoring plots, which are part of a nation-wide network established and maintained by the Estonian University of Life Sciences, EMU, since 1995. The monitoring network predominantly uses circular sample plots with plot radii ranging from 15 to 30 m depending on tree density and environmental factors. Among other characteristics stem diameter at breast height, \( dbh \), was measured for all sample trees. In addition tree locations were recorded and transformed to Cartesian coordinates.

We decided to restrict the plots included in this study to a minimum radius of 20 m in order to have a sufficient number of trees unaffected by edge effects. This resulted in a total of 706 (which also includes re-measurements) amounting to a total number of 93,326 tree measurements, of which 6904 were located in the validation area (see Fig. 2). Fig. 3 shows the locations of the selected plots in Estonia.

The stands represented by the selected monitoring plots mainly included Scots pine (\( P. sylvestris \) L.), Norway spruce (\( P. abies \) (L.) \( S. k. \)) and silver birch (\( B. pendula \) ssp.). The main summary statistics of the dataset are presented in Table 2.

The forestry summary characteristics in the upper half of Table 2 reveal the great variety of forest stand types that are represented by the monitoring plots selected for this study: Stand age ranges from 12 to 235 years, mean diameter from 8.3 to 52.5 cm and basal area per hectare from almost 0–51 m². Site index is an indicator of environmental conditions in relation to forest growth (Philip, 1994) and the corresponding values in Table 2 also show a wide range of growing conditions.

We also calculated the structural characteristics that have been used in the computation of the energy function (see Section 2.2). This calculation was limited to the trees in the plot core areas to avoid edge-bias effects in the same way as for the computation of the energy function. The mean directional index, \( R \), reveals patterns that range from slightly regular to clustered tree locations with the mean near complete spatial randomness. The mean mingling index, \( M \), suggests that the data contain those that reflect pure species stands and others with intimate individual-tree mixture among the nearest four neighbours. The majority of data, however, show moderate mingling. The range of diameter differentiation, \( T \), is comparatively narrow with a maximum value of 0.51, i.e. the tree data used are fairly homogeneous in terms of tree size – a reflection of forest management practices in Estonia. Finally distances between any tree and its first nearest neighbour can markedly range between a little less than a metre and 3 m.

### 3. Results

Fig. 4 shows the scatterplot matrix for all four Hegyi index calculation methods. In the ideal case, the edge mitigation methods would produce the same Hegyi index values as were calculated using the original off-plot neighbours, resulting in a slope value of 1 and all the data points would align on the diagonal of the corresponding scatterplot.

The reconstruction method produced the best results with the model slope value of 1.028 and both observed and reconstructed data are symmetrically distributed along the diagonal. Reconstructing off-plot neighbours with the reflection technique
produced inferior results as the slope values and the corresponding standard errors (SE) indicate a significant difference. However, it must be noted that the reflection method shows the smallest residual mean standard deviation (RMSD) and has the lowest bias. On the other hand, the reconstruction method is not affected by a significant bias throughout the range of the Hegyi index values as can be seen from the data points (solid line) in Fig. 4. The reflection method is clearly associated with a positive bias for small Hegyi index values, i.e. for little competition pressure, and with a negative bias for large competition index values. Using no edge-correction leads to a large positive bias throughout the range of the Hegyi index values (note the asymmetrical point cloud in Fig. 4 and the large slope value for the corresponding model).

All options of modifying and optimising the tree patterns in the reconstruction that are listed in Section 2.1 under (2) (a)–(d) and their combinations have performed successfully and effective.

We also studied the efficiency of the reconstruction method: When the number of iterations was restricted to 50 (see Section 2.1), the range of final energy values was between $10^{-2.8}$ and $10^{-10.1}$. 525 plot reconstructions (74%) had energy values smaller than $10^{-4.5}$. The alternative included setting an energy limit of $10^{-6}$ and restarting the reconstruction if the number of iterations were in access of 10,000 (see Section 2.1). It turned out that only in 39 cases (5.5%) the reconstruction simulations had to be re-set and started again. The range of final energy values of the 5.5% re-started reconstruction simulations was between $10^{-4.6}$ and $10^{-5.9}$, i.e. some of those were close to acceptance in the first simulation.

Interestingly the correlations between observed and reconstructed structural summary characteristics vary considerably. The mean directional index has a correlation coefficient of 0.23, the diameter differentiation one of 0.64, and the correlation coefficients of the distance to the nearest neighbour and mingling are 0.66 and 0.83, respectively. These values disagree with the weights of the energy function specified in Section 2.1.1. With a $F$ value of 1.17 the highest ratio of variance exists between observed and reconstructed nearest neighbour distance.

### 4. Discussion

The objective of this paper has been to present a new method for edge-bias mitigation and to validate it using Estonian monitoring plots.

As expected the results of our study show a considerable bias in the calculated competition index values when no edge correction is applied. Both the reconstruction and reflection methods significantly help to reduce this bias. Reconstructing off-plot neighbours

![Fig. 4. The scatter plot matrix (upper panel above diagonal) and the corresponding fit statistics (lower panel below diagonal) of edge-mitigation methods used to calculate Hegyi’s index.](image-url)
with the reconstruction method clearly results in a more realistic point pattern than the reflection method is able to produce. This is most likely because the reflection method copies all the irregularities present near the plot boundary to the artificial buffer zone thus creating unrealistic periodicity in the simulated stand structure.

In contrast to Pommerring and Stoyan (2008) the application of the reconstruction method was based only on mean spatial summary statistics and only on a fixed number of nearest neighbours for their calculation (Tscheschel and Stoyan, 2006; Pommerring and Stoyan, 2008). Considering the success of this application further improvements can be expected if histograms and density distributions of structural measures and varying numbers of nearest neighbours are simultaneously used in future applications. The correlation analyses of observed and reconstructed structural summary characteristics clearly show that the use of distributional summary characteristics and of several numbers of neighbours at the same time can help to reduce the large amount of still existing variation. Also the relationship between these correlations and the weights in the energy function are not entirely clear and merit further investigation.

Yeong and Torquato (1998) mention the problem of nonuniqueness, i.e. the fact that even if the summary characteristics used in the energy function are in good agreement this does not necessarily fully ensure that reconstruction and original structures match very well. To decrease the chances of such discrepancies it can be recommended to include a good number of summary characteristics in the energy function.

In future applications, we also plan to expand the number of competition indices and, of course, to refine the definition of ZOI by making its radius dependent on tree size. It is important to bear in mind that the performance of the reconstruction method depends on the spatial measures used in the energy function and the pattern of tree locations in the plot. In some cases, hastily chosen or unchecked edge-correction methods can introduce more error than ignoring edge bias altogether (Pommerring and Stoyan, 2006). Reconstruction thus also sheds light on the nature of the information contained in structural summary characteristics that are used in the energy function (Yeong and Torquato, 1998) and can help to identify the merits relative to other measures.

It has also been interesting to study the efficiency of the reconstruction method. In most circular sample plots the energy target could be met by using a comparatively low number of iterations, i.e. \(50 \times \) initial number of trees (2). For those simulations that exceeded 10,000 iterations a re-set clearly led to a situation where the energy threshold could be met faster. However, this only affected a comparatively small number of reconstructions.

The successful application of reconstruction allows us to use the full potential of all trees in circular monitoring plots for estimating measures of competition and structure. Until now predominantly either minus-sampling or the reflection method have been used. As part of the latter some trees in the grey area of Fig. 2 are considered twice in the analysis (Sims et al., 2009).

Reconstruction turned out to be the best method for edge-bias mitigation and it is suitable for plots of any shape. Unlike translation and reflection the method does not result in periodicitics. Also, reconstruction is capable of correctly extrapolating macro-structures from inside the plot, such as mixtures of different tree species, beyond the plot boundary (Pommerring and Stoyan, 2008). In addition, the reconstruction algorithm can be used to harmonise previous measurements with new data for plots where the radius has been increased retrospectively. In these cases, plot size can be unified by generating data for the outer plot areas where in previous surveys no measurements were recorded. Finally, reconstruction can also be used to convert circular monitoring plots to rectangular ones.

For practical use in model-based growth projections, off-plot neighbour trees would be independently reconstructed in every growth simulation run. The competition indices then can be estimated without bias leading to better growth projections.

Once again the study also highlighted the close relationships of forest inventory and spatial statistics that have become already apparent in other work (Pommerring and Stoyan, 2008; Motz et al., 2010; Nothdurft et al., 2010).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we explored the use of the reconstruction method for edge-bias mitigation. Stand structure reconstruction has turned out to be the best and most versatile tool for this purpose and has great potential in applications of forest monitoring. Our analysis indicated a statistically good reconstruction of nearest off-plot neighbours based on a modified simulated annealing algorithm. This substantially improved the estimations of Hegyi’s competition index and provided more realistic point patterns compared to those produced by the reflection method.
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